Deliver Predictable Infrastructure Results
We’re here to help you make sense of the data that
your systems produce. Whether you want to use
your infrastructure in the cloud or have services
on-premises, SVA Software provides tested
processes, services at scale, and IT support to
meet your infrastructure’s needs.

SVA Software, acting as an extension of your team,
offers best-in-class technology and personalized
support while providing flexible management of
your systems.

Why SVA Software?

SVA Software, Inc. is a 100% subsidiary of SVA
System Vertrieb Alexander GmbH, a German
company. SVA GmbH is the largest privately owned
systems integrator in Europe with 2,500 employees
and a revenue of more than $1.4B (2021) servicing
over 3,000 customers worldwide.

SVA Software, Inc. was founded in 2016 selling SVA GmbH
developed solutions to North America. SVA Software’s
solutions enable your IT investments to meet future
business needs through infrastructure transformation
providing greater flexibility, agility, security and expertise.
We raise the bar with a full suite of IT solutions to fit your
specific operating needs, now or as your business grows.

5 Reasons Why Leading Companies Choose SVA Software, Inc.
Real-World
Solutions

With more than 25
years of experience
in IT infrastructure,
our solutions
were developed
to address realworld technical
challenges.

Our Partners

Technical
Expertise

Our technical
team is not only
large in size, but
also in technical
expertise, with the
highest technical
certifications in
the industry.

Trusted
Partner

We strive for
long-lasting
partnerships
that enable
our partners to
scale their IT
infrastructure
together.

Customer
Focused

Our main principle
is to give our
customers the
best possible
support with
flexibility to make
recommendations
immediately.

Support
Services

SVA Software
and SVA GmbH
have a combined
team of over 400
engineers working
together to provide
around-the-clock
service.

Our Portfolio

BVQ is a cross-platform monitoring, reporting,
alerting, and analysis system for a complete IT
infrastructure that intelligently integrates with
ITSM systems and visualizes your infrastructure
from end to end.

Liberyse is a comprehensive compliance solution
that combines, manages, and stores data from a
wide range of source systems in an audit-proof
archive with intelligent research functions that
are subject to retention requirements.

The Integrative Disaster Recovery (IDR)
manager is an automated and interactive run
book solution that allows users to quickly
access assigned recovery tasks during
downtime or in the event of a disaster.

To assist you with the auditing process, Tape
Audit integrates with IBM Spectrum Protect.
Tape Audit automates the execution of backup
and archive data audits and helps ensure that
data on off-line media is readable when needed.

GetVMware can help you in planning and
negotiation by evaluating your environment’s
license data sets to detect ELA compliance
violations, as well as providing you with
an overview of your license usage, optimization
and consolidation recommendations, and audits.

zOptimization Platform is a three-tiered Mainframe
solution. Our zServices team helps you with
Systems Perfomance, Capacity Planning and to
fully leverage different pricing models. Cloud based
zWorkload Reporter includes 700+ reports to
assist you with your performance analysis. zGuard
is a real-time monitor that includes intelligent
automation ideal for centralized operations.

Our Partner Network

We team up with outstanding technology providers to deliver a comprehensive
solution for improvements around your corporate IT infrastructure.

Arpio safeguards your entire AWS environment
against disaster. Arpio automates cross-region
and cross-account fail over in minutes, ensuring
that your business can withstand any cloud
outage or ransomware attack.

Kubermatic’s multi-cloud Kubernetes platform
supports multi-cluster management. Kubermatic
is a complete software solution for teams running
containerized workloads in hybrid-cloud, multicloud, and edge environments.

orcharhino is a full-service data center
management platform. Automate Linux
and Windows deployments, configuration
management, lifecycle management, and patch
management. Use orcharhino for your cloud or onpremises data center or IoT devices.

UNCOVER
PROBLEMS

Automate system
compliance, best practices,
and security standards, as
well as reporting across
your entire IT infrastructure.

PRIORITIZE
ACTIONS

Control your system
configurations proactively,
plan your next upgrade or
IT modernization, and take
decisive action.

Nextron Systems offers the most sophisticated
and flexible compromise assessment
tool on the market, in addition to the best
compromise scanner and management platforms
to facilitate ongoing monitoring.

Runecast is a patented enterprise platform that
enables IT Security and Operations teams to be
proactive by providing automated vulnerability
scanning, security compliance audits, and
remediation capabilities in your AWS, Azure,
GCP, Kubernetes, VMware, Windows, and Linux
environments.

DISCOVER
SAVINGS

Get immediate ROI and
time savings by gaining
in-depth insights into
your systems in order to
negotiate your next ELA.

MEASURE
RESULTS

Define your IT
transformation journey to
achieve scalable, secure,
and resilient adoption of
new technologies.
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